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Abstract 

Monthly mean hourly (MMH) values of direct irradiance are obtained for different locations in Spain corresponding 
to different climatic conditions. These values are shown through isolines diagrams. Representative values of direct 
irradiance for different time of the year and different hour of the day can be easily read from these diagrams. 
Statistical mean values are obtained from hourly direct irradiance experimental data supplied by the National 
Meteorological Agency in Spain (AEMET) for the period 2002-2012. Simultaneously, a similar analysis is carried 
out over the clearness index Kt calculated from hourly experimental data of global irradiance. Monthly mean hourly 
values of Kt are presented by isolines diagrams representing the behavior of this index along the year. Finally, a 
correlation between MMH values of direct irradiance and clearness index is analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 

Solar energy is used in many applications that seek to optimize the capture of solar energy, so that, it is 
possible to reach energy savings and carry out a sustainable energy consumption. The optimization of 
solar energy technologies relies on an accurate knowledge of the availability of solar resources. Climatic 
radiation data are necessary for a correct performance analysis of applications. The objective of this work 
is, in first place, to carry out a presentation of the data series managed in this study through statistical 
analysis that reflect updated radiation conditions in several areas in Spain. This information will be useful 
to engineers concerned to solar energy capture systems and energy efficiency who can therefore take an 
advantage of a good knowledge of the local radiation levels. Determination of both components of solar 
radiation is important depending on the design of the specific solar application. This study is focused in 
the direct component of solar irradiance. This component is essential in those solar applications that rely 
on concentrators that require high-intensity solar radiation. Due to global solar irradiance is more 
commonly measured at radiometric stations than their components, direct component in many cases must 
be modelled. Different type of models can be found in literature to estimate direct irradiance. In the 
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present work, a ‘separation’ o ‘decomposition’ method is tested.  This type of methods is so called as they 
separate global radiation in components. Gueymard [1] referred to them and commented that such 
methods are convenient because global radiation is available in many sites. Louche et al. [2] established a 
correlation on direct and global radiation for a Mediterranean site based on a fifth degree polynomial 
expression.  The proposal of separation models continue at the present. New schemes have been recently 
proposed; Perez-Higueras et al. [3] obtained the normal direct irradiance from the latitude and global 
irradiance. They use monthly average daily global irradiation values to calculate Kt and then a linear 
relation with the direct irradiance is assumed. Bortolini et al. [4] presented a separation method that uses 
the global radiation to calculate, in this case, the diffuse component over Europe on a daily basis. A third 
degree polynomial between the diffuse component and Kt is proposed. Finally, numerous revision papers 
dealt with the comparison of separation methods due to its utility and easy applicability. (Battles et al. [5], 
Ineichen [6], Dervishi et al.  [7], Torres et al. [8]) 

2. Experimental Data 

Experimental data consist of global and direct irradiance measurements on a horizontal surface 
provided by the National Meteorological Agency (AEMET) for different locations in Spain. Data set 
consist of hourly values measured for a period of 11 years (2002-2012), an extensive and updated data 
that ensures a high reliability in the obtained results.  

Four locations have been selected for the present study situated at distant geographical zones and with 
different climatic characteristics. Santander and Murcia, sited in the North and East coast respectively, 
and Madrid and Caceres, sited in the interior of the peninsula, in the Centre and West, respectively.  In 
Table 1, climate and geographical coordinates for these locations are shown. Negative values of longitude 
indicate that the station is west-located respect to the Greenwich Meridian. The choice of sites and time 
period has been conditioned for the availability of direct irradiance data at the sites. Data correspond to 
mean hourly values collected from 5:00 h to 20:00 h for each day; the irradiance value for a specific hour 
corresponds to the average over the hour before. Time is expressed in True Solar Time (TST).  

Table 1. Coordinates and climate of the analyzed locations in Spain 

Location Longitude Latitude Climate 
Santander -3.80 43.49 Wet Atlantic 
Madrid -3.72 40.45 Continental Mediterranean 
Caceres -6.34 39.47 Continental Mediterranean 
Murcia -1.17 38.00 Dry Mediterranean 

3. Month-hour distributions of direct irradiance 

The first objective in this work is the knowledge of direct solar radiation availability in Spain based on 
long term and updated data series. Due to the great quantity of managed data, the statistical obtained 
results can be considered representative for the climatic conditions studied. In Figure 1, monthly mean 
hourly (MMH) values of direct irradiance in W/m2 are shown for the four locations by means of isolines 
diagrams.  
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Fig. 1. Isolines diagrams of MHM direct irradiance values for the period 2002-2012 

These graphs show representative values of direct irradiance for each hour of every month of the year. 
July is the month with maximum values for the four cases. At noon, Caceres and Madrid (continental 
Mediterranean climate) present similar values, around 750 W/m2

, followed by Murcia  (East Coast) and  
Santander (North Coast) with values about 650 W/m2 and 500 W/m2, respectively. 

 

In Figure 2, the same type of values is graphed in order to compare the variation along the year for the 
locations with extremes values, that is, Caceres and Santander. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental MMH values for locations with extreme values of direct irradiance. 

From Figure 2, it is possible to observe a smooth annual evolution of direct irradiance when an average 
is carried out over a number of years. Similar evolutions with intermediate positions are obtained for the 
other two locations.  Significant lower values than those for July can be found along the year.  At noon, 
values of about 275 and 150 W/m2 are obtained for winter months for Caceres and Santander, 
respectively. 

4. Month-hour distributions of clearness index 

Climatic levels of global radiation have been also studied in the same way that direct irradiance. 
Specifically, the clearness index (ratio between global and extraterrestrial irradiance) has been 
represented. Isolines diagrams for MMH values of Kt and for the four studied locations are shown in 
Figure 3.  
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Fig. 3. Isolines diagrams of MHM values of the clearness index for the period 2002-2012 

Values of Kt higher than 0.65 are obtained in Caceres, Madrid and Murcia for a remarkable number of 
weather conditions along the year, therefore indicating a high percentage of clear days in a large part of 
Spain. For the case of Santander, the values of Kt are lower and reaching the value of 0.65 just in summer 
for the central hours of the day.  

5. Correlations between MMH values of direct irradiance and clearness index  

A correlation between MMH values of direct irradiance and clearness index is analyzed in the present 
section.  Similar trends are presented for the four studied locations. This can be seen in Figure 4, which 
shows the corresponding dispersion diagram. A polynomial regression based on the previous models 
proposed by authors mentioned above has been carried out. A third degree polynomial curve has been 
obtained as the best fitting curve and it is shown in the Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Correlation between MMH values of direct irradiance and clearness index for the four locations studied. 

The mathematical expression for the fitting curve is: 

32 5837.33796.1 -594.670.0909 ttth KKKB  (1) 

with Bh the direct irradiance and Kt, the clearness index. 
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The correlation coefficient is r² = 0.96. The obtained expression presents therefore a high correlation. 
The dispersion observed in Figure 4 still can be reduced by studying separately every season of the year 
[4]. To consider mathematical expressions for different times of the year as well as the inclusión of new 
locations is a work to be considered in the future. 

6. Conclusions 

In the present work, a study of the availability of direct solar radiation is made for Spain. A data bank 
of 11 years (2002-2012) for four locations belonging to distant zones and thus to different climatic 
conditions in Spain has been managed. Monthly mean hourly values of direct irradiance are shown for the 
four locations by means of isolines diagrams. These values are considered representative of the solar 
radiation behavior along a typical year and can be useful for exploiting solar energy applications. July 
was found to be the month with maximum values of direct radiation for all locations; about 750 W/m2 at 
noon for inner sites and some lower values for coast zones were obtained. Monthly mean hourly values of 
the clearness index have also be obtained and presented in the same way that irradiance. It has been found 
a similar correlation between the mean hourly values of direct irradiance and clearness index for the four 
locations. A third degree polynomial curve has been obtained as the best fitting curve. As solar direct 
irradiance is much less frequently measured than global irradiance, the empirical relationship proposed 
can be useful to know the availability of solar direct irradiance whenever a data bank of global irradiance 
is available.  
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